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Travel	Transcends	Politics



Brand	USA:		Our	Statement	of	Purpose

Promote	the	entirety	of	the	USA																												
with	innovative	marketing	that	supports	all	
50	states,	the	District	of	Columbia	and	five	

territories	to,	through	and	
beyond	the	gateways

Inspire,	inform	welcome	
and	thank	travelers

while	accurately	communicating	vital	and	
compelling	information	about	visa	&	entry	policies	

Build	and	maintain	trusted	relationships	with	stakeholders	
worldwide

through	inclusive,	proactive	and	transparent	outreach	with	a	commitment	to	
compliance	and	integrity	through	words,	actions	and	results

Add	and	Create	Value	
by	pioneering	cooperative	

marketing	platforms	and	programs	
that	grow	and	leverage	the	USA	
brand	in	ways	our	Partners	would	
be	challenged	or	unable	to	do	on	

their	own	

Maximize	and	Optimize	ROI	
of	Brand	USA	resources								

by	deploying	the	right	messages,	
through	the	right	channels,	in	the	

right	markets,	at	the	right	times	and	
at	the	right	investment	levels



Add and create value 
by pioneering cooperative 
marketing platforms and 
programs that grow and 

leverage the USA brand in 
ways our partners would be 
challenged or unable to do 

on their own



Storytelling using Creative, Innovative Marketing 





Brand USA’s Screen Strategy

Giant Screen
Immerses audiences in 

longer-form “mini-movies” 
(thematic)

Laptop/Desktop
Serves as a portal to trip 
planning with multimedia 

videos

Digital OOH
Connected media delivers 

engaging, experiential 
content in situ

Mobile
Thumb-stopping and 
snackable content is 

everything

Smart TV
Caters to “lean back 
and watch” behavior 

with personalized 
playlists



Social Content Strategy 

Incorporate and builds on our 
foundational value proposition 
(proximity), competitive edge 

(possibility) and tone 
(welcome).

Open access and lends 
authenticity to our 

communications, as well as 
creating a sense that there are 

many United States.

Create urgency and provoke 
“travel dreaming” by 

highlighting first person 
perspectives of locals, expert 

influencers and travelers alike.

Give a voice to real travel experiences within the USA

Create more organic, authentic, locally relevant, positive, and cost effective 
engagements with consumers.

Shift from Creation to Curation and Collaboration 



Influencer Strategy

8055 views 612,132 views

…and deliver the right content to the right consumers in the right place.



Giant Screen/IMAX Films



Giant Screen Films 

Captivating

Aspirational



Over	the	past	five	years,	
Brand	USA’s	marketing	initiatives	have	generated	



FILM	ROI	56:1
More	than	170,000
incremental	visitors

Nearly	$700	million	
in	incremental	visitor	spending

$1.5	billion
total	economic	impact



GoUSA TV



GoUSA TV Strategy

Inspire travel 
through 

entertainment

Be go-to channel 
for content 

featuring US 
destinations

Champion a diverse 
set of content 

creators

Objectives
Get (who)

Culturally conscious millennials in English speaking markets

Because (reason to believe)
GoUSA is uniquely situated in the travel category to connect travelers 
to all the possible experiences in the US without having to facilitate a 

transaction

By (platform’s role)
Curating entertainment led storytelling with a distinct sense of place 

Strategy

To (behavior change)
Feel positive affinity and emotional connections to a diverse set of US 

destinations



Content Trends
§ Average views per user: 5 videos

§ Average watch duration: 17:00

Viewership by Market
§ Canada: 60%

§ United Kingdom: 20%

§ Mexico: 5%

§ Rest of World: 15%

Engagement is significantly more robust than other 
platforms/channels, for similar cost

Media & Engagement (Year To Date)



Coming Soon…GoUSA TV Mobile App 







2 songs;10 Cities; 10 Artists

What I like 
About You

The Romantics 

Boogie Shoes

KC & The Sunshine Band








